Introduction
The momentum balance yields HE expressions for induced inflow velocity in hover and .vertical flight based on a combination of blade element dT and momentum theories found in textbooks such as Ref. 1, d r lack the generality of dealing with nonlinear airfoil lift coefficient cl versus angle of attack a. When generalized to where r is the distance from the center of rotation, being a incorporate nonlinear c, the analysis should also include the maximum of R at the blade tip. It is helpful to noninfluence of drag, which may change the inflow by as much as dimensionalize the variables; thus, 20% in the stall regime. An additional refinement that is desirable when the formula is to be used in aeroelastic stability r= t) It + VI (2) analyses, is to ensure that a use-.4 estimate for inflow is available for both positive and negative thrust and in either where ascending or slow descending vertical flight. Such a formula 4 has not been published and it is the purpose of this note to Vj present one. This kind of formula will avoid having to solve O R for the inflow iteratively when the lift coefficient is nonlinear. It should prove to be helpful in aeroelastic stability analyses, V such as Ref. 2, when the influence of the stall parameters on -(3) the linearized aeroelastic stability is analyzed.
V iR The procedure herein is to combine expressions for the thrust from blade element and momentum theories with the
7=
dT/dr assumption that the lift coefficient is quadratic, over some 4wpr Q2R2 range, in angle of attack. The influence of drag will be in-:* corporated quite naturally as a perturbation of the vertical component of induced inflow velocity. The effects of wake and the absolute value signs ensure that thrust r (positive up) rotation induced by lift and drag are neglected.
and induced inflow velocity 0, (positive down) have the same sign, as they must. A plot of 7 versus 0, for 9>0 (climb), V<0 (descent), and P=0 (hover) is found in Fig. I . Notice Formulation that for a given thrust, the induced inflow may be single From either blade element or momentum theory it is valued or assume three different values. The various regimes necessary to know the induced velocity to specify the are identified in the legend of the figure. In the case of operating condition of the rotor. Consider first the thrust descent, for example, when t, is less than -V/2 (i.e., from momentum theory where we define the induced velocity 6j + P/2 < 0) but 0,3 > 0, the flight condition is autorotation v, and vertical velocity V positive when the flow is down and the rotor is operating in the windmill brake state. For through the rotor and the thrust per unit blade length dT/dr is -P/2< 6, < -P, momentum concepts do not apply, and, positive when air loads produce an upward force on the rotor. except for small P, when 0, > -P they are not generally = -(r--X) +O(e')=& (9) r where the pitch angle 0 is scaled as e# and the angle of attack a is scaled as 6e. Now let X = X o + )Xe so that 
iterating to solve for the equilibrium operating condition where f -r/R.
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It is now a simple matter to equate the thrust parameters r from the two theories in Eqs. (I) and (4) The induced inflow velocity may be calculated from Eq. (22) *.
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where '0I(Oc1 2 / "Z2 2 -2 +-IIt is not necessary to explain here, in detail, all possible behavior of the solutions of these equations. It is noted that results from the above formulas may be infinite or complex + 9c, + 9c, (i 8-') (20) for certain values of the parameters. Depending on the nature
1J~
of specific cases, however, such problems can usually be circumvented with little difficulty. and As is evident, the present results reduce to the classical formula as given in textbooks, for example Gessow and Myers be (Ref. 1), when cl is linear, cd is ignored, and the sign of 2 is a= -sgn(0, + V) 
